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QUESTION 1

In which of the following AWS services should database credentials be stored for maximum security? 

A. AWS Identity and Access Management (1AM) 

B. AWS Secrets Manager 

C. Amazon S3 

D. AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: AWS Secrets Manager is the AWS service where database credentials should be stored for maximum
security. AWS Secrets Manager helps to protect the secrets, such as database credentials, passwords, API keys, and
tokens, that are used to access applications, services, and resources. AWS Secrets Manager enables secure storage,
encryption, rotation, and retrieval of the secrets. AWS Secrets Manager also integrates with other AWS services, such
as AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS), and AWS Lambda. For
more information, see [What is AWS Secrets Manager?] and [Getting Started with AWS Secrets Manager]. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which activity is a customer responsibility in the AWS Cloud according to the AWS shared responsibility model? 

A. Ensuring network connectivity from AWS to the internet 

B. Patching and fixing flaws within the AWS Cloud infrastructure 

C. Ensuring the physical security of cloud data centers 

D. Ensuring Amazon EBS volumes are backed up 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The AWS shared responsibility model describes how AWS and the customer share responsibility for
security and compliance of the AWS environment. AWS is responsible for the security of the cloud, which includes the
physical security of AWS facilities, the infrastructure, hardware, software, and networking that run AWS services. The
customer is responsible for security in the cloud, which includes the configuration of security groups, the encryption of
customer data on AWS, the management of AWS Lambda infrastructure, and the management of network throughput of
each AWS Region. One of the customer responsibilities is to ensure that Amazon EBS volumes are backed up. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AWS services or features provide high availability and low latency by enabling failover across different AWS
Regions? (Choose two.) 

A. Amazon Route 53 

B. Network Load Balancer 
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C. Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration 

D. AWS Global Accelerator 

E. Application Load Balancer 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to organize its resources and track AWS costs on a detailed level. The company needs to categorize
costs by business department, environment, and application. Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Access the AWS Cost Management console to organize resources, set an AWS budget, and receive notifications of
unintentional usage. 

B. Use tags to organize the resources. Activate cost allocation tags to track AWS costs on a detailed level. 

C. Create Amazon CloudWatch dashboards to visually organize and track costs individually. 

D. Access the AWS Billing and Cost Management dashboard to organize and track resource consumption on a detailed
level. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is running an application that is hosted on Amazon EC2 instances. The usage of the EC2 instances is
higher during daytime hours than nighttime hours. The company wants to optimize the number of EC2 instances based
on this usage pattern. 

Which AWS service or instance purchasing option should the company use to meet these requirements? 

A. Spot Instances 

B. Reserved Instances 

C. AWS CloudFormation 

D. AWS Auto Scaling 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: AWS Auto Scaling is the AWS service that allows users to optimize the number of EC2 instances based on
the usage pattern, as it automatically adjusts the capacity to maintain steady and predictable performance at the lowest
possible cost. Spot Instances are a way to reduce the cost of EC2 instances by bidding on unused EC2 capacity, but
they are not suitable for applications that require steady and reliable performance. Reserved Instances are a way to
reduce the cost of EC2 instances by committing to a certain amount of usage for a period of time, but they are not
flexible to adjust to the usage pattern. AWS CloudFormation is a way to automate the creation and management of
AWS resources, but it does not optimize the number of EC2 instances based on the usage pattern. These concepts are
explained in the AWS Cloud Practitioner Essentials course3. 
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